Five Floating 22" Decks, One Superior Cut.

Test Drive The Ransomes® AR 250 Rotary Mower

See how five independent 22" cutting decks float over uneven terrain without scalping. Compare the precision cut and extra mulching efficiency of exclusive twin-blade “Envirodeck” technology. Experience how easy operation and fast, no-tools cutting height adjustment let you cover more ground, more efficiently. Heavy-duty construction plus power to spare from a big 38-hp Kubota diesel engine make the AR 250 your answer for any mowing challenge. A test drive will prove it. For a cut above the rest, come in or call today.
Number 3
Par 3
177 yards
Photo by Daniel Zelazek.
At Olde Florida Golf Club, the mission statement is

Don’t worry.
Be happy!

BY JOEL JACKSON, CGCS

The Olde Florida Golf Club is located east of I-75 at the end of the Vanderbilt Beach Road Extension. Seven years ago the Olde Florida Golf Club was a lonely outpost on the northeast fringe of the Naples growth boom. Now, nearby Immokalee Road is fast becoming Golf Central with six to eight courses open or under construction along its corridor.

The name of the club says it all. From the "cracker style" clubhouse with its high-pitched roof and wrap-around porch to the 18-hole Rees Jones golf course situated in a slash pine forest festooned with cabbage palms and bald cypress with an understory of saw palmetto, Dahoon holly, wax myrtle, red bay, muhly grass, cordgrass, lantana and grape vine. In short, a slice of old native southwest Florida landscape.

The 25 founding members envisioned a golf club that would embody the finest traditions of golf combined with a commitment to excellence in every aspect of the daily operations and maintenance. They wanted a golf-only facility with an adequate but modest food and beverage operation. No swimming
There are only three rules at Olde Florida.
Rule number one – There are no rules.
Rule number two – Be happy.
Rule number three – If you can’t be happy here, maybe you should be somewhere else.

A rare sight in Naples – no limestone boulders on a lake bank! The par 5, 580 yard 10th hole. Photo by Daniel Zelazek.

pool. No tennis courts. Just golf. They wanted to avoid all the pitfalls, politics and parties of the traditional country club setting and just have a place to come and enjoy the game. A Bobby Jones quote printed on the Olde Florida scorecard sets the tone for the club’s laid-back style of operation, “Few written rules are needed amongst a club of ladies and gentlemen.”

That very prominent statement is backed up by an unwritten philosophy that goes something like this: “There are only three rules at Olde Florida. Rule number one – There are no rules. Rule number two – Be happy. Rule number three – If you can’t be happy here, maybe you should be somewhere else.” Superintendent Darren Davis says the club strongly adheres to that philosophy.

Davis joined the Olde Florida team in 1992 when the only employees were Lynn Josephson, the man who had the original concept, and the controller. Josephson, a former local golf professional, guided the project through five years of planning and permitting with the Core of Engineers to get the full extent of the uplands and wetlands defined so that development could proceed.

As Josephson assembled the original 25 founding members, they discussed the design of the golf course as well as the simplified details of operation. The course was going to have a more northern look compared to the typical Naples golf course. There would be no limestone rock walls and lake banks, so common to the area. No paved cart paths except where absolutely necessary. There would be no signage or unnecessary posts, poles, fences etc. The native setting was to be preserved and there would be no flower beds or non-native landscaping used around the clubhouse or on the course. All accessories on the course would be natural.

In his extensive travels to prominent
The Perfect Fit.

HERITAGE* and DACONIL*. The Fungicides That Fit Your Disease Management Program Perfectly.

Most all golf course superintendents puzzle over the right combination of disease control products for their turfgrass management program. Put an end to this dilemma with HERITAGE and DACONIL, the two broad-spectrum fungicides that fit your program perfectly. Together, HERITAGE and DACONIL bring just the right complement of advantages to your tees, greens, and fairways.

HERITAGE FUNGICIDE
• Exhibits both preventative and curative activity
• Only strobilurin chemistry with systemic activity
• Controls most turfgrass diseases, including Pythium, brown patch, take-all patch, summer patch, anthracnose, and snow mold
• Reduced risk to environmental resources
• Extended spray intervals with low use rates
• Improves turf quality with no stunting or growth regulator effect

DACONIL FUNGICIDE
• Multi-site mode of action
• Sticks and stays for maximum protection against fungal diseases
• Control of 14 diseases, including algae, dollar spot, leaf spot, melting out, brown patch, anthracnose, rust, and red thread
• Three flexible formulations—Ultrex®, Weather Stik®, and Zn

When putting your turfgrass disease management program together, pick up HERITAGE and DACONIL fungicides—they're the perfect fit.

For more information, contact your authorized Zeneca Agent, or call Zeneca Professional Products Toll Free at 1-888-617-7690. Labels and MSDSs available 24 hours a day, seven days a week via Fax on Demand. Please call 1-800-640-2362.

www.zenecaprofprod.com

Always read and follow label directions carefully.
DACONIL Ultrex®, DACONIL Weather Stik®, DACONIL Zn®, and HERITAGE® are registered trademarks of a Zeneca Group Company. © 1999, Zeneca Inc. Zeneca Professional Products is a business of Zeneca Ag Products, a business unit of Zeneca Inc. ZPP-HER-009
Olde Florida GC

Location: Naples. Ranked No. 20 in Florida in 1997 and No. 6 Best New Course in Private Club Division in 1994 by Golf Digest.

Ownership: Members (250). The 15 founding members of the club govern all daily operations represented by an executive committee consisting of a president, vice president and secretary/treasurer. All members can vote on issues affecting the equity of the club. Fewer than 20 members call SW Florida their permanent home.


Management: Manager/Head Professional, Tom Wildenhaus; Golf Course Manager, Darren Davis. Both report directly to the club president, Mr. T. J. Kukk of Akron, Ohio.

Major Renovations/Projects: Ongoing projects include installing surface drainage and maintaining a “clean look” between turf and native woods that border every hole. Drainage installation is a top priority since there are no cart paths on the course and cart use is restricted under only the most severe circumstances. Our goal is to get the entire course draining as well as a USGA green.

Acreage under maintenance: 105 acres of turf.

Greens (1-18): 2.5 Acres. Average size: 6,130 sq. ft. Turf type: Dwarf bermudagrass from Quality Grassing. HOC = .147 -.180” with Wiehle rollers and groomers. Overseeding: None. Green Speed Goals = First and foremost is consistency. In season: 9-10. Tournaments slightly higher. Off season: No less than 8. Double cut, roll, light verticutting, grooming and light top dressing to achieve speed while keeping HOC relatively high for healthier turf.

Tees (1-18): 3.1 acres. Turf type: Tifway 419. HOC = .425 -.550” Bunton walk mowers 75% of the time. Overseeding: None.

Fairways: 25.5 acres. Turf type: Tifway 419 with 27 and 36 chromosome “off type” patches. Overseeding: None.

Roughs: 69.5 acres. Turf Type: Tifway 419 with “off type” patches. HOC = .75 - 1.75”. Overseeding: None.

Staff: 23 including superintendent. Assistant superintendents Jim Whalen and Trevor Brinkmeyer; Shop and equipment manager Kim Ellis; Office manager/administrative assistant Stacey Gray.

golf courses around the country, Davis borrowed ideas from Augusta National, Pine Valley and Black Wolf Run to outfit the course with native materials. The tee markers are short sections of pine tree limbs sitting vertically on the tees. They are not color coded. You play from the set of tees that suit your game without the stigma of traditional markings which might prejudge age or gender.

Ball washers and trash containers are mounted on posts made from logs of downed trees on the property. The only concession to manmade materials is the occasional use of cart directional signs to guide traffic flow during wet conditions. Landscape timber sections are used as movable barriers to direct heavy cart traffic in the winter season.

“Our primary golf season is from October to April,” says Davis, “and only about 20 of our 250 members are local residents. So when a member comes to town any time of year, we make sure the course is available and in playable condition at all times. We never close to walking golfers and golf carts are restricted only for the most obvious adverse flooded and saturated conditions.”

One inescapable geological fact of Collier County is the existence of limestone bedrock near the surface. Just because Rees Jones and the founders decided not to use the rock to decorate the course doesn’t mean that it didn’t have an impact on the construction and maintenance.

“This site had very limited topsoil cover, Davis explained. “We stockpiled what soil we could scrape from the cleared areas. The lakes were blasted and excavated and the rock used to build the rough shape of the course with the exception of the greens complexes. Then the soil was pushed back over the rock to an average depth of two feet.

“Often this soil cover was contaminated with scattered rocks, which created some problems after grow-in when we started aerifying. We destroyed a lot of tines the first few years finding and removing those rocks. Essentially what we have now with this underlying bedrock is an 18-hole perched water table, making traffic control our number-one maintenance challenge.
CUSTOMER SERVICE SPECIALIST

Golf Ventures has assembled a team of service professionals with over 75 years of turf equipment mechanical experience to handle your service needs.

Lee Stover
(800) 350-8874
(941) 665-5800 x138

Keith McLain
(800) 330-8874
(941) 665-5800 x138

Will McClelland
(800) 330-8874
(941) 665-5800 x138

Peter Madeiros
(800) 481-8911
(941) 481-1358

Our Customer Service Specialist Team is on the road full-time to handle warranty repairs, troubleshooting, technician and operator training at your facility.

The key to our success is to provide the best and most timely service available in the industry today.

No other distributor comes close to our investment in servicing your needs!
Our second-biggest ongoing maintenance challenge is maintaining a clean but natural look along the interface between the maintained turf areas and the native woodlines.

“Installing the irrigation system and drain lines was and is a monumental task. The trenches have to be excavated with jack hammers. However, we are committed to eliminating the chronic water holding areas around the course to make the course as playable as possible. To date we have installed an additional three miles of 4-inch perforated drain tile.

“Winter is devoted to grooming the playing surface daily for the members, and summer is when we do our major cultural work on the course. Up until this year we were always closed on Mondays and Tuesdays in the off season to do our cultural maintenance practices.

“This year the club has asked us to close only on Mondays. Therefore we work from dawn to dusk to get aerification cores and clippings cleaned up as much as possible. We finish cleanup on Tuesdays ahead of play, but with only 5–10 players in the summer, it has not been a problem for us or the members thus far. Prior to this year they had never seen an aerification core.”

One look at the Olde Florida maintenance schedule reveals that the greens will be aerified monthly from May to September. The tees will be also be done monthly through October. The fairways will be aerified in May, July, August and October and vericut in June and July. The roughs will be aerified in September and October.

“Our second-biggest ongoing maintenance challenge is maintaining a clean but natural look along the interface between the maintained turf areas and the native woodlines,” Davis says. “We have checked all our part circle heads to prevent impacting the native areas and encouraging invasive plant material. We use some pre-emergents on the cleared areas and we trim with a rotary mower and weed trimmers and hand-pull obvious plants.

“I can recall riding the course once with the club president and the only
The treated course has an overall healthy appearance and offers improved playing conditions.

West Course (10th and 15th hole shown in left photo) was treated with 1 quart of InfilTRx per acre on a monthly basis beginning February 1998, the East Course (4th and 5th hole shown in right photo) was left untreated.

The untreated course exhibits dry spots and an overall unhealthy appearance.

Near infrared and aerial photography at Imperial Golf Club in Naples, Florida, captures the benefits of using InfilTRx Soil Penetrant on fairways.
comments on course conditions on 14 out of the 18 holes dealt with these perimeter areas. If that was the only thing we had to talk about, we must be in pretty good shape. He agreed.

"We have three big events each year. The club championship, the member-member and the member-guest. The member-guest is a sellout within minutes by return fax as soon as the reservations are sent out. Recently they have gone to double shotgun starts instead of tee times so we have had to adjust. We work split shifts during the tournament. We have two diesel-powered portable light trees that can light up an acre to help us in the dark.

"We start at 4:00 a.m. and double cut and roll greens every morning and evening and mow the tees, collars, approaches and fairways every morning. We usually finish the front nine by daybreak and hustle to get the back nine done before the shotgun. We come back at 5:00 p.m. after play concludes and do it over again. During the event on the night of the cocktail party, the members wander outside and watch in amazement as our crew finishes up the putting green under the lights."

Davis gives full credit to his entire staff for making things flow smoothly and producing the desired results.

"We live and breathe the club’s commitment to excellence. We operate on a philosophy of 'no excuses' with high expectations for perfect conditions, while still doing the required cultural work."

"My two assistants, Trevor Brinkmeyer and Jim Whalen are super managers. Like all our assistants, they are turf school graduates. Every assistant we hire has done at least one internship at Olde Florida so they start with a familiarization with the staff and the course. We don’t have a senior/junior or first/second assistant hierarchy. The key duties like pest control, irrigation, projects, routine scheduling are divided up based on preference, experience and just plain sharing."

"My policy is to not have long-term assistants, but to send them on their way as soon as they are ready to assume new duties. For example, Jason Gerlach has just moved on to become the superintendent of the project we are building next door. It is quite rewarding to know that 11 former Olde Florida assistants are now superintendents elsewhere and one is the director of grounds (landscape) at Pinehurst. Overall, I find this method works very well for me, because I am kept on my toes mentoring, training and breaking in new people with their own unique strengths and weaknesses."

"My equipment manager, Kim Ellis, has been with us since day one in 1992. He is very versatile and extremely talented with his mechanical skills and innovations. Unlike some shop personnel he enjoys being out on the course when given the opportunity. We train one of the crew members to assist Kim in the shop when he needs an extra hand."

"Stacey Gray is our office manager and administrative assistant. She also assists the clubhouse staff on a part-time basis as the golf facility there are numerous areas where grass clippings can be spread out with no negative side effects. Both members and employees are actively involved in recycling as many materials as possible – aluminum cans, white paper, used oil, tires and batteries.

"Olde Florida is a Certified Audubon Sanctuary and received the GCSAA 1996 Environmental Steward Award in the Private Club Division.
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